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Perching on the porcelain can be very boring when you have nothing to do but poo. But fear no

more, as excretion expert Hugh Jassburn has put together a compendium of entertaining activities

and informative fun that will make you want to stay put, even if you don't need to go. Doing a

number two will never be the same again. Filled with clever mazes, trivia, searches, and puzzles all

focused on the act, history, and science of pooing, 52 Things to do While You Poo will keep you

entertained for as long as you need.
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One of my work colleagues brought this in to work and it made us all laugh - full of quirky puzzles,

quizzes and fun facts. It also looks good! I bought a few copies for family members, can't wait to see

them to give them the books!

How many of us are plagued by the unimaginable boredom accompanied by our forgotten phones

during a bathroom trip? Being stuck reading the back of Febreze cans or weekly ads...Wouldn't you

like to kill two birds with one stone and enjoy yourself, while also relieving yourself? This is a really

funny and quirky book that does the job! I've always been a fan of activity/puzzle books, satirical

material, and reading unknown facts. This "52 Things to Do While You Poo" book combines all

those enjoyable aspects of reading material into one; stimulating your mind while appeasing your

boredom! I never regret spending money on a book, since I love to read. This book however,

relieves me of my two ongoing struggles pretty well: having nothing to do and wanting a good laugh.



So it's definitely worth the buy in my opinion! Its got loads of facts on poo (fitting for the situation),

and quirky little activities to keep you busy while you do your business. I also like the design and

feel of the book, with a nice white and blue theme and enjoyable drawings throughout. This is

something that would really come in handy for a prolonged bathroom trip if you've got nothing else

to occupy yourself with. It's so random and humorous though that I think this would also be a great

gag gift for your friends or family, and I try to NEVER miss out on an opportunity to give people silly

things!

Saw this and loved it first for how it looked - nice size, hardback, lovely looking pages and the title

put a smile on my face. Bought it for my husband and he thought it was great! Perfect as a secret

Santa gift, stocking filler or just to put a smile on someone's face. I'm going to buy another for my

friend as a house warming gift!

Very good white elephant Christmas gift. This nook was funny and entertaining all at the same time

and yet still made a great bathroom pastime book.

Fun book - a perfect gift to put a smile on someone's face. Bought it for a work colleague and made

the whole office laugh!

Exactly as advertised.

Cute little book. Sending it to my brother who is overseas in the military. Something cute/funny that

won't melt in the mail.

A little shorter than I hoped it to be, but it was enjoyable for a day or two!
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